
unique combination of speed and multiplexing



how fast?

where?

how much information?

There is a strong need across clinical and public settings 
for rapid access to actionable diagnostic information



PCR|ONE  CLIA-waiver compatible ease of use was 
designed following a sample in–answer out principle

CLIA compatible 

PCR|ONE  spatial arraying capabilities allow 
for 20 genetic targets in a single test

20 genetic targets

PCR|ONE  can provide sample-to-result testing within
20 minutes (TAT)

15 minutes TAT 

PCR|ONE  is a fast, benchtop, point-of-need 
DNA/RNA detection diagnostic device

point-of care ready



Single use disposable cartridge
with dedicated chemistry 

for a specific detection panel

Universal analyzer dedicated for 
PCR|ONE cartridges. Performs the 
analysis inside the cartridge, 
communicates with the user



Load sample into cartridge
loading sample is easy (insert, break 
the swab, close container) and 
minimizes chances of error or 
contamination

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Insert cartridge into device
loading drawer is accessible and 
keeps the cartridge stable

Start the test
results will be available on screen, in a 
printed form or via LIMS compatible 
distribution (possible to integrate 
LAN/wireless capabilities)

1 2

3



BACTERIA G+ G- RNA/DNA viruses FUNGI HUMAN CELLS

Four different lysis method integrated: 
thermal, enzymatic, chemical and ultrasonic mixing

TARGET SPECIMENS



3-plex 

MRSA / MSSA
PANEL

SARS-COV-2
PANEL

AIRPORT
PANEL

syndromic
SARS-COV2 + FLU + RSV

PANEL

STI
PANEL

GRAM NEGATIVE AMR
PANEL

RESPIRATORY
PANEL

7-plex

8-9 plex test 

highly useful in triage of 
patients in high-risk groups.

no other fast POCT system
can offer sufficient 

multiplexing

flu A, flu B, RSV
and swine flu variants

compatible with a single-visit 
diagnosis and treatment 

decision for 35M+  seasonal 
flu infections in US only 

All common antibiotic 
resistance genes in gram 

negative bacteria in 15 
minutes

High multiplexing capability 
of PCR|ONE enables  a 

comprehensive STI panel that 
provides results within a 

single visit

Majority of the viral threats 
from the WHO watch list 

tested in a single 15-minute 
panel

GI
PANEL

Comprehensive pathogen 
identification and  

discrimination of NAP1 from 
non-pathogenic strains of 
C.diff directly from stool 

samples

VETERINARY
PANEL



TECHNOLOGY :

NASAL SWABS

BLOOD STOOL SPUTUM

Cartridges are designed for carry swabs and fluids.
Additional filtration possible

Place for additional washing buffer secured

SAMPLE TYPES

NASOPHARYNGEAL 
SWABS

SKIN SWABS

URINE VAGINAL SWAB

preliminary tests:

open to:
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TEST COMPREHENSIVENESS (number of markers)
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fast & informative
unique combination of speed

and comprehensiveness

*24 lanes/cartridge

MAX NO. OF 
MARKERS
PER TEST

TAT

20 20 min

25 30 min

11 30 min

2 15-20 min

3 20 min

6 30-90 min

8 90 min

12 70 min

27 90 min

48 90 min

24* 120-180 min

PCR|ONE

Spindiag

SD Biosensor

Abbott ID Now

Iquum Roche

Cepheid/Danaher

Biocartis

GenePOC

Biomerieux

StatDX/DiagCORE

BD MAX



rapid access to actionable diagnostic information

www.scopefluidics.com
www.pcrone.com
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